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Transcript

1

Jaime

Okay we have to write our down.

2

R2

Okay but make sure you and Michael are agreeing before
you put anything down.

3

Jaime

Hey Michel, you get this side of the half and I get this side
of the half. And use your blue marker for it. Come on, and
we have to write it down on this paper. You get this whole
side, and I get this whole side. No this blue one. No because
we used the red for that one. Lets see, Steven had six outfits.
Lets see, you’ll put…let’s see. He…start writing! This will
just be ours.

4

R2

Did you agree with what Jaime did? Explain to me how
yours works. Cause I’m not always convinced. What does
this mean?

5

Michael

I just drew it.

6

R2

Can you explain how it works?

7

Jaime

It’s hard to explain, you don’t know what to say.

8

R2

Yeah I know, but try.

9

Jaime

Okay lets see.

10

R2

What is that right there?

11

Michael

Inaudible. Yellow shirt.

12

R2

Okay

13

Michael

Inaudible

14

R2

Okay this is the white shirt and what’s this? And the blue
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shirt. Are they yellow pants? There’s a yellow shirt what’s
this? He doesn’t have any pants. What pants should this one
have on? Or is…I see this is white and white and blue and
blue, and yellow and…I thought that the top line as the
shirts? Okay that’s white, yellow, blue, that’s fine. It’s the
pants. Down here this is blue, and white, yeah and blue. It
only won’t work with that one. That was right that was blue
shirt, leave that there and get rid of that. Yeah I don’t
understand those are yellow pants and which shirt should
you. This is blue shirt with the blue pants. This is the…how
many times do you get to wear each shirt? How many times
do you wear the white shirt? You wear it here, do you wear
it again? That’s the white shirt, does the white shirt turn up
again? Here’s the white shirt and what do you wear it with?
15

Michael

Yellow pants.

16

R2

Okay and over here’s a white shirt what do you wear with
the pants?

17

Michael

The blue ones.

18

R2

Okay so how many times do you wear the white shirt?

19

Michael

Two times

20

R2

Yeah, so how many times do you wear the blue shirt?

21

Michael

Twice

22

R2

Okay where?

23

Michael

Right here and right here.

24

R2

Okay over here you’re wearing it with what?

25

Michael

Blue pants

26

R2

Okay and over here what should you be wearing it with?
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27

Michael

White shirt and blue…the white.

28

R2

Okay and what other color shirt do you have? So here’s your
white shirt, and you just told me about your blue shirt.

29

Jaime

Done

30

R2

So where’s your other shirt?

31

Michael

Right here.

32

R2

And what about over there?

33

Michael

The blue?

34

R2

You told me it was gunna be yellow.

35

Michael

Wait a minute.

36

R2

So where should that be? Here is with the white pants…

37

Jamie

I’m done.

